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About This Game

Experience the future of illicit hydrojet racing, where armored riders kick out death-defying stunts over massive waterfalls,
dodge cops through public waterways, and boost at breakneck speeds across surging waves.

You are a hydrojet rider, framed and cast out from the Riptide GP league, forced to race illegally through city waterways,
flooded ruins, and churning factory machinery in an effort to reclaim your reputation and your title. Play through the single
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player career to unlock new vehicles, playable characters, and customization features as you take down bosses and build your
crew.

Then, take your skills online for the ultimate test as you battle opponents around the world in 8-player online matches.
Challenge your friends for leaderboard supremacy in the ghost-racing challenge mode. You can even play locally in split screen

races with up to 4 players!

Riptide GP: Renegade is the first game in the acclaimed Riptide GP series to be redesigned from the ground up specifically for
modern desktop PC and console hardware. Featuring thrill-ride race tracks packed with shortcuts, secrets, and interactive

obstacles, Riptide GP: Renegade is the action-arcade water racer for a new generation.

FEATURES

• Thrill-Ride Environments - Blast across floating factory platforms, brave hurricane-strength waves, and infiltrate a military
base in the midst of battle. Every race track is packed with interactive set pieces, dynamic obstacles and secret shortcuts.

• Deep Career Mode - Battle your way through a variety of races and boss fights to reach the top of the underground hydro jet
racing circuit. Earn cash and experience to upgrade and customize your hydro jet, unlock new stunts, and increase your rider's

performance.

• Online Multiplayer - Compete online in thrilling 8 player matchups against the best players from around the world.

• Split Screen Multiplayer - Challenge your friends in local split-screen multiplayer championships. Play with up to 4 players
on a single machine! (Additional gamepads controllers required))

• Challenge Mode - Take command of the leaderboards and test your skills against ghost recordings of your friends' best
performances.

• Transforming Vehicles - Collect and upgrade a garage full of blisteringly fast hydro jets that transform while you ride them.
Win money to upgrade and customize each one.

• State of the Art Water Racing - Riptide GP: Renegade brings dynamic water racing to a new level of excitement with
breathtaking water physics, splash-tastic spray effects, and more! Every race is different because the surface you race on is

always changing.

• Full gamepad integration

• Steam Complete - Compete with your friends on leaderboards, unlock challenging achievements, and keep your game going
from device to device with cloud data syncing.
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A faithful adaptation to the board game that speeds up play and adds some quirky animations to bring it to life!. this is the
legedary "WIZRDRY"'s grand-grand-children type RPG.

If you are an ordinary professional gamer, i don't recommned this game.

But if you are an elite HENTAI-gentleman and never hesitate to spend hours of endless battles seeking just one rare underware
for your favorite girl, i strongly recommend this^-^

i don't have PS-VITA, so i'm happy playing formerly PS-VITA-ONLY games with PC.. Fun little arcade game, but a bit too
expensive for this type of game. You can get much better games for 3 eur. I would say it's worth 1 eur maximum. Shooting feels
a bit awkward.

5/10. Paradox, do you even know what patch updates are anymore?. Amazing as a sequal just as good as the original
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It's clever, but there is to much light pulsing on the screen, it gives an immidiate headache. You can't turn it off in the options
because the menu is broken. I don't know what these guys where thinking about... It's like playing the rainbow road on Mario
kart, but the entire game all the time... hurts your eyes and head, I really wanted to like this :(. It's better than the first part, at
least pressing a key seems to have an effect more often. It'd still be more fun to just roll a dice and say you've won if you roll 10
sixes in a row, though, because that's how it feels .... Can not even delete the noncommercial items from the inventory !.
Gameplay seems OK but it is difficult to play after having gotten used to more modern games of this type. The lack of simple
things like pathing make it frusterating. When you click to walk somewhere, the character walks straight toward your cursor
regardless of obstacles. Enemies do the same thing as well and often get stuck around corners because the path straight to you is
blocked. I suppose this could be used to advantage.. You get an achievement for buying the game.. This game a treat to play in
comparison to other RPG I've played. This game is meant to understand individuals who have autism while enjoying the
gameplay along the way. I can understand a bit on those who have ADHD. I have a nephew who has ADHD and he keeps
talking about random topics out of nowhere. He has the need to say whatever is in his head instead of listening to what other
people are saying. Max reminds me of my nephew. Seeing the challenges and frustration allows me to realize that I have to take
it easy on my nephew when he gets annoying. The part when Max was frustrated with his condition got to me. You never want a
loved one to go into a depressed situation because no one gets what they are going through.

The gameplay is pretty fun with a variety of easy mini-games to go through. This may be a lesson too. Sometimes players would
love a good challenge, but having higher difficulty would likely frustrate players and stray from the purpose of the game. After
all, most "battles" in this game are all in Max's head. This shouldn't frustrate him, but rather use these "battles" to cope or use it
as enjoyment; hence most mini-games and "battles" are easy, so that Max will feel triumphant when overcoming the situation.

The visuals are great. I like RPG Maker games that use their own assets. There are obvious default assets in the game, but some
things are different especially the art of the characters.

The game is recommended not just for the educational aspect, but for the fun gameplay that goes along with it.. Like devs said,
it took me 5h to get all endings.

PROS:
- price
- yuri
- unexpected endings for sure
- Isolde's route sex scenes were VERY good written (Priya's were not my thing so maybe that's why I didn't really enjoyed them)
- for some people can be important so: game is uncensored

Little cons:
- backgrounds were little bland, even if action took place in the tower some rooms could be more colorful (library) or detailed
(kitchen, dinning room)
- it's kinda sad that we weren't able to see characters in other poses

Bonus:
Everytime I got Priya's ending I was scared even more XD
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